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Goal
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• Build a device to compress phase space of a standard muon beam 

by 10 order of magnitude

• Eμ : 4.1 MeV → <1 eV

• Beam size : 10 mm → <1 mm

• Add-on to existing surface muon beam lines

• Conserve initial polarisation

• Efficiency ~ 10-3

• Muons are reaccelerated to keV energy and sent to experiments

muCoolμ+



Motivation
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• Improved injection into magnetic systems

➡ muon g-2/EDM

➡ Mu 1S-2S spectroscopy 

Particle physics experiments

• High quality Mu beam 

➡ test anti-matter gravity

• Study thin material, small sample 

μSR applications
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Muon Cooling: Longitudinal Compression
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A 10 MeV=c positive muon beam was stopped in helium gas of a few mbar in a magnetic field of 5 T.
The muon “swarm” has been efficiently compressed from a length of 16 cm down to a few mm along the
magnetic field axis (longitudinal compression) using electrostatic fields. The simulation reproduces the low
energy interactions of slow muons in helium gas. Phase space compression occurs on the order of
microseconds, compatible with the muon lifetime of 2 μs. This paves the way for the preparation of a high-
quality low-energy muon beam, with an increase in phase space density relative to a standard surface muon
beam of 107. The achievable phase space compression by using only the longitudinal stage presented here
is of the order of 104.
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Standard muon (μþ) beams have a relatively high energy
and poor phase space quality. A new scheme has been
proposed making use of stopped μþ in a He gas target [1].
Through the stopping process high intrinsic phase space
compression is achieved. The remaining challenge is to
extract the muons fast enough into vacuum. This is done by
compressing the stopped muon swarm with electric fields
and guiding it into a small extraction hole. In this Letter we
report the successful demonstration of muon swarm com-
pression along the magnetic field lines.
Related schemes have been used in the field of rare

isotope investigations [2,3]. High energy ion beams are
stopped in He gas and compressed. Typical manipulation
and extraction times are 5–200 ms. For muons, much faster
techniques are vital.
The new concept for fast compression is based on a

position-dependent muon drift velocity ~vD in gas. In a long
He gas target placed in a longitudinal high magnetic field,
the stopping muons are first transversely, then longitudi-
nally compressed and finally extracted through a 1 mm2

side hole in the transverse direction (see Fig. 1). The
operation takes place in 8 μs [1].
This tertiary beam line is an add on to a secondary

surface muon beam line, reducing the phase space of the
input beam by 1010 with 10−3 efficiency.
By using, e.g., the PSI μE4 surface beam with

4 × 108 μþ=s, an eV-energy beam can be obtained with
1 mm2 transverse area and intensity of 5 × 105 μþ=s, 2
orders of magnitude larger than presently achieved [4]. This
development is also highly attractive in view of the HiMB
project [5] aiming at a surface muon beam of ∼1010 μþ=s.
Space charge effects will limit the output intensity of the
compressed beam to about 1 × 107 μþ=s.
It is important to note that depolarization during muon

swarm compression is only a few percent because of the

strong longitudinal magnetic field [6]. Thus, starting from
highly polarized muons, such a beam can be used for next
generation μSR applications, muonium (Mu) spectroscopy,
a muon g-2 experiment, searches for a muon electric dipole
moment, and Mu-Mu conversion. Because of space charge
effects and muon losses it is not suited for muon collider
projects.
The drift velocity of charged particles in gas in the

presence of electric ~E and magnetic ~B fields is [7]

~vD ¼ μE
1þ ω2τ2c

½Êþ ωτcÊ × B̂þ ω2τ2cðÊ · B̂ÞB̂&; (1)

where Ê and B̂ are the unit vectors along ~E and ~B, ω ¼
eB=m the cyclotron frequency withm the muon mass, μ the
muon mobility in the gas, and τc the mean time between
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FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic of the beam line proposed in
[1]. μþ traveling in the −z direction are stopped in 5 mbar He gas
at cryogenic temperatures. First, transverse (y direction) com-
pression occurs within a density gradient in He gas (blue region).
Then at room temperature the longitudinal (z direction) com-
pression takes place (red region). In the yellow region a mixed
transverse-longitudinal compression precedes before extraction
into vacuum.
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µ : muon mobility
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Working principle
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Transverse compression 

• 5 mbar He gas

• Cryogenic temperature

• Temperature gradient

• Crossed E- and B-field

| ~E| = 1.5 kV/cm

| ~B| = 5 T
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Demonstration of trans. comp.
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Longitudinal compression 
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• Demonstrated in 2011
Y. Bao et al., PRL 112, 224801 (2014)

• 5 mbar He gas

• Room temperature

• Parallel E- and B-field

| ~B| = 5 T

| ~E| ⇠ 60 V/cm
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New scheme
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• Mixed transverse & longitudinal compression
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Target construction
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• Kapton foil + electrodes with SMD resistors
• Sapphire plates to define temperature 

Potential at wall
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Beam test in 2017
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• Setup

• Goal : demonstrate mixed compression
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• @PiE1 beam line in PSI 
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5T Magnet

Cryo-cooler

μ+
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Target installation 
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Time spectra of Michel e+

|E| 3.25 kV/cm
|B| 5 T
ET/EL 3.5
Ttop 30.8 K
Tbottom 9.2 K

Target condition• Drift in x-y direction
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• Drift in x-z direction
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Short term goal
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• Improve mixed transverse-longitudinal compression

• E-field strength limited by discharging in He gas

➡ eliminate mechanical support inside target

➡ improve E-field design, investigation of material, ..

PVC end-cap

Al2O3

3D printed acrylic 



Summary
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• A device to compress standard muon beam is under development

• Efficient longitudinal / transverse compressions demonstrated 

separately

• Next step : Improve strength of E-field 

Muon extraction from gas into vacuum & acceleration  

• A new scheme with mixed compression partially worked
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